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“Focus on the Journey, not the destination. Joy is found not in finishing an activity but in doing 
it”

The entire gamut of school education is undergoing transformation in the teaching learning 
process. In the modern concept of schooling, teaching has become redundant paving way for 
facilitation of learning through knowledge sharing.

We, at Millennium World School, Faridabad, strive to inculcate moral values, life skills, and 
responsibilities among students by integrating the co-scholastic and scholastic domains of 
learning to help them build their focus on the subject that draws them the most and gives shape 
to their vision.
I can proudly say that “We are creating a future full of optimism and enthusiasm, a future where 
every endeavor will succeed and ineptitude and disillusionment will be something of the past.
I would like to thank all the parents who have reposed faith in our institution and the ideals it 
stands for. Let me assure you that your loved ones are in safe hands. Our staff understands the 
ethos of the school and help in guiding and encouraging the children.

I am sure that the children will make both you & us proud.

With Sincere &Warm Regards,

Sangeeta Dhamija
Principal
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 A child is like a canvas, and the parents and teachers are the artists. What the child will 

become depends on what they draw collectively. We at Millennium World School believe this 

collaborative effort of the Teachers with the Parents can shape the children into the best 

version of themselves. And to strengthen this bond, on 3 April 2021, to begin our new session 

2021-22, the school organized a Parent Orientation program where the Principal Ms. Sangeeta 

Dhamija inaugurated the forum by discussing the school's Philosophy and Pedagogy to facilitate 

learning, and the teachers followed her lead by explaining the Multidisciplinary approach of 

teaching and the pedagogies followed in the Millennium Learning System. Various Activities 

were taken up for the Little Millenniumites. Music is the universal language of mankind. Music 

is the literature of the heart; it commences where speech ends. Therefore the integration of 

Co scholastic with academics was also demonstrated to give an elaborative insight into the 

pedagogies of the Millennium Learning System. Students enjoyed the integration of music with 

academics while dancing and singing. There was interaction time for the parents to know their 

child's teacher after the session.

Parent Orientation Founders Day 

2 3

Founder's Day is traditionally a very important day in the school calendar when members of 

the school community – students, staff and management – meet to commemorate those who 

founded the school and who have bequeathed resources to its development. An atmosphere 

of celebration filled The Millennium World School, Faridabad when the students, teachers 

and management gathered to celebrate the Founder's Day virtually. The chief aim was to 

actively develop the ambition and potential of every student, whether it is academic or any 

other sphere. The school believes that a student can achieve anything with focus, 

perseverance and confidence.

The purpose of education is to replace an empty 
mind with an open one.”- Malcolm Forbes
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The Millenniumites from Grade I to VIII marked the day to celebrate Heritage Day which is 

celebrated on April 18 every year. The students across all grades undertook the Heritage 

Day quiz on Monuments of our country and the rich sculptures our country owns. The 

students were given in-depth knowledge of the day to make them understand what is 

Heritage and why do we celebrate this day, which was followed by the respective quizzes and 

a 3-D 360-Degree Tour of different Monuments and our rich Heritage was also organized. 

The students enjoyed and felt well equipped to gain knowledge through such informative 

virtual tours.

Learning should be joyful and full of 

excitement .It is life's greatest adventure.

54

Celebrating Earth Day serves as a conscious reminder of how fragile our planet is and how 

important it is to protect it. We celebrate Earth Day to continue promoting environmental 

awareness and remind us that we can protect the earth in our everyday lives. Our Little 

Millenniumites performed various activities on the occasion of Earth Day displaying their 

concerns and empathy towards mother earth.

“One of the first conditions of happiness is that 
the link between man and nature shall not 

be broken.”  

World Heritage Day, Quiz and Virtual Tour Earth Day Celebration
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Education is not only learning of facts but training of minds to think. When we are having a 

good time, learning becomes easy and not a strenuous task. To make learning a joyous 

experience, we celebrated 19th-24th April 2021 as EVS/Science Week. This Week was like a 

festival of EVS/Science and aimed to raise the students understanding and appreciation of 

environment, science, innovation, engineering and technology. It highlighted the role of 

science in maintaining and improving our society, economy and our surroundings. During this 

week long event, the students showcased their interest and enthusiasm by participating in 

various activities and quizzes planned to enhance their scientific understanding and attitude.

The important thing in environmental science is 

not, so much to obtain new facts as to discover 

new ways of thinking about them.

To celebrate this painstaking effort of the labour force that works tirelessly, the International 

Worker's Day also called as Labour Day was celebrated in Millennium World School, Faridabad 
ston 1  May 2021 with great zeal. Labour Day is a reminder for us that these are the real 

architects of our society, and they deserve their due respect. We have always believed that it is 

small acts of kindness that count and we attempt to inculcate that same virtue in our children.

On the occasion of Labour Day the school organised Poster Making Competition for the students 

of Grade I-VIII. The teachers briefed the children about Labour Day and its importance. The 

children expressed gratitude through their creativity. The young ones were overwhelmed by 

this act of thankfulness and enjoyed the day.

The activity was designed to forge a better understanding of the labour community among our 

students who must learn to respect and appreciate their efforts. Overall it was a fruitful day 

which taught our little ones to be thankful to everyone.

Heartiest Congratulations to the winners of Poster making Competition.

PRANAV SARNA (GRADE-V), AARAV (GRADE-II), KRISHNA SARNA (GRADE-VIII), 
AYAAN NAYAR (GRADE-VII), AARAV SINGH (GRADE-IV), KABEER BHARDWAJ (GRADE-
IV), AARAV CHOPRA (GRADE-IV),RIAAN KUMAR (GRADE-I).DIVIK SHARMA (GRADE-I)

“Showing gratitude is one of the simplest yet most 

powerful things humans can do for each other.”

BUBBLING UP - EVS/Science  Week Labour Day Poster Making Competition
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The day that celebrates the essence of a mother is Mother's Day. One of those occasions 
that none of us can afford to miss. Mother's Day is something everyone can relate to. People 
across regions, religions, castes, cultures, genders and financial status have emotions binding 
them to their mothers. There could not be a more universal celebration than this one.
Mothers are no less than any celebrity apart from managing home and office but they have 
many hidden talents too. MWS Faridabad tried to unleash their hidden talents. They had 
showcased their talent in the best possible way. They had encased their love by presenting 
super dance performances. The mothers prepared mouth-watering food items with affection 
and conveyed their warmth by singing melodious songs for their children. Their creations had 
won all our hearts. Besides showcasing their talent, the mothers left no stone unturned in 
fulfilling their children's needs. We are thankful to all the mothers for putting their efforts 
into the initiative.
On this special day, our Millenniumites celebrated motherhood by penning down their feelings 
and dedicating a poem to their respective mothers. The day ended with all mothers and 
children, enjoying themselves and taking back fond memories of a day well spent.

Mother your arms were always open when I needed a hug. Your 

heart understood when I needed a friend. Your gentle eyes were 

stern when I needed a lesson. Your strength and love has guided 

me and gave me wings to  fly.~ Sarah Malin 

Mother's Day Celebration
Pamper Your Mother

Eid Celebration

On the auspicious occasion of Eid-Ul-Fitr, Millennium World School, Faridabad organised a 

special Virtual Assembly on Thursday, 13 May 2021. The show began with a few shayaris 

by students, followed by a video of creative wishes by little Millenniumites. A short and 

interesting story was also shown to all the attendees about the tradition and culture of 

Eid. The mother of Shanza Siddique, Grade III, took up the propitious task of explaining 

in details the reason of celebrating the festival. It was truly enlightening and informative. 
After a melodious song video, our Principal Ms Sangeeta Dhamija illuminated everyone 
with her inspiring and encouraging words and with that, the assembly ended on a 
favourable note.

Our Little Millenniumites enjoyed a Summer Camp by Younglings. Our kids engaged in 
meaningful and fun activities like Yoga, Story time, Art Attack, Fun with Dance and non 
fire cooking for one week. All the sessions were conducted on Zoom from 4pm to 5pm 
every day.

Summer Camp 
By Young lings (Little Millennium-Grade 1)

The harder you work for something, the 
greater you will feel when you achieve it.

Every accomplishment starts 
with the decision to try.
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Students of Grade V-VIII participated in an Interschool Essay writing competition on 22nd 

May 2021, organized by The Modern School, Faridabad. Different topics were given to 

students according to their class. Overall it was a great experience for all the students to 
rd

showcase their writing skills. Harshit Raj of Grade V bagged 3  position

Success is the sum of several small efforts 
repeated often day in and day out.

1110

 

 

The morning sets the day and the assembly paves the way for our students to rejuvenate 

their spirits, remain rooted to their moral values and unleash their vitality. Keeping up with 

the same, Millenniumites were welcomed virtually by the teachers after the summer break. 

With the motive of educating and entertaining students at the same time, a welcome song 

was played along with the My Lockdown Story where teachers enacted as students and 

showed how they utilized their time in vacations followed by a song by the Music facilitator. 

It was an interactive session where students learnt that mistakes are the are the proof that 

they are trying, so it is fine to do mistakes but yes of course correct them too.

Interschool Essay Writing Competition

MWS, Faridabad launched a photography Contest for kids above 7 years where students had to 

click photos on the theme ‘My Lockdown Life' & show how they are making best out of this time. 

Students participated enthusiastically and showed their photography skills. Tejasvi Joshi & 

Harshita Bhat of Grade III and Avinay Bhandari of Grade II were the winners.

 Photography Competition

Millennium World School, Faridabad in association with Memories Maker organized a virtual 

tour Chalte Chalte-French of Paris the capital of France. The virtual tour was organized to 

enhance students' understanding of the French language and the country. It was a great 

session which underwent over a course of a few days..

Chalte Chalte French, Virtual Tour To Paris

 Welcome Assembly By Teachers

This World Environment Day (5th June, 2021), Millennium students painted the world 
greener. They celebrated the spirit of the environment day by taking a selfie with their 
favourite plant and pledged to do their bit to keep the earth green and clean and step ahead 
towards a sustainable future. As a part of this, an awareness session was also taken up 
focusing “Nurturing the Nature”. Just like good housekeeping, we depend on healthy 
ecosystems for sustainable living. On this World Environment Day, we encourage ecosystem 
restoration so that we can preserve our environment for generations to come.

World Environment Day, 
Facebook Event (Selfie With Plant)Life is like a camera, focus on what's important, capture 

the good things, develop from the negatives, and if 
things didn't work out take another shot.

Work hard to climb the ladder of success! 

“Love the Earth as you would love yourself "
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This event focused on 17 sustainable development goals, the Swedish Alumni Maharashtra 

and Goa along with Sustain and Save, IGBC and Intelligence Plus chapter focused on engaging 

youth to Innovate and come up with green and eco-friendly solutions for a brighter future. 

Students Participated actively. They made best use of waste to present their creativity. 

This participation involved and forced them to think critically and find the solutions.

Use it Up, wear it out, make it do, or 
do without 

1312

PFM Result PFM pictures already
shared with you earlier.

Innowaste Challenge, Art & Challenge

Education World films organised a Student Journalist programme for all the students of the 

age group 10-12 where the students could enroll in the programme and learn journalism from 

a very young age. The fellowship was open for only 21 students that were to be selected 

from all over the country. This was a very different exposure for the students to explore 

the new dimensions.

Education World (Students Say) Grade 4,5,6

MEM Organized the Summer Odyssey programme in the form of a Virtual Summer Camp for all 

the branches of Millennium School across the country in collaboration with the World Wide 

Fund for Nature (WWF). Several activities were planned over a course of two-weeks under the 

guidance of various mentors to help students learn about the Earth. Different activities were 

organized for different age group of students. The programme also included various quizzes to 

test the knowledge of the students that they were learning during the course. The students 

enjoyed as they felt engaged and were given exposure to reinforce their core skills. The 

objective was to impart enough creativity and instill them with imagination.

Summer Odyssey, 

 Millennium World Schools presented a session- I, Me & Myself (Adolescence) with Prof., Former 
Head & Dean of Dept. of Education, Delhi University, Prof. Namita Ranganathan. She is a renowned 
educationist and has worked extensively in the fields of adolescents, mental health and well-being 
with national and international agencies. She discussed about adolescence and the transition from 
childhood to adulthood. It includes some big changes—in the body, and the way a young person 
relates to the world. Discussion included a questions / answer interaction where various questions 
related to puberty in girls, changing of age in adolescence etc. were addressed.

Revising Adolescence Through
Your Children, Session For Parents

Let's gets creative & explores the new dimensions! 

“As young adults we are constantly trying to navigate 
through the intricate years of adolescence and 

understand ourselves better.”
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As we all know that our school MWS, Faridabad embarked a new endeavor “Coffee with 

Principal” virtually, we would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to everyone who was a part 

of this program. It was enlightening to meet up with all the parents and guardians, who came 

forward to be an effective part of this session and contributed their ideas in order to give 

shape to our vision. We acknowledge the ideas and concerns that were exhibited during the 

session and look forward to such opportunities which allow the educators and parents to 

come together to work as a team towards a progressive school. 

With change becoming the only constant ambiguity, uncertainty and confusion have engulfed 

the entire world and the worst hit is not only the elderly and small children but also our 

teenagers.  Two months ago our teenagers were only struggling with their adolescence issue 

but today their entire world has changed leaving a room only for conflict and confusion 

related to their present as well as future life.
A Webinar was conducted on 'Goal Setting and Awareness' by the professional career 
counselling team from 'My Dream Career' as an endeavour to help our students from std 
VIII onwards to see various opportunities and career options available for them, they 
ensured that they were positively charged and aligned to set their goal.

Spot that Light!!

Coffee With Principal Career Awareness Webinar

Keeping in mind the current scenario of pandemic where everyone is in so much stress and 

worry, Millennium World School Faridabad in Association with DECATHLON had organized a 

Zumba session on 11th June 2021 that proved to be a big stress buster for all of us. 

Zumba is a "fun and effective" dance that provides a total workout combining all elements of 

fitness it also says the classes are for "Everybody and Everybody".
Our Zumba fitness trainer Ms. Shefali showed excellent Zumba moves on some of the peppy 
numbers. It boosted the energy of all the students and made them feel Agile and did prove 
as an excellent addition to their regular routine. We are looking forward to have many such 
sessions in future with our co-partner.

Zumba Session By Decathlon

“Let's Zumba fitness be your stress reliever"
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With change becoming the only constant ambiguity, uncertainty and confusion have engulfed 

the entire world and the worst hit is not only the elderly and small children but also our 

teenagers.  Two months ago our teenagers were only struggling with their adolescence issue 

but today their entire world has changed leaving a room only for conflict and confusion 

related to their present as well as future life.
A Webinar was conducted on 'Goal Setting and Awareness' by the professional career 
counselling team from 'My Dream Career' as an endeavour to help our students from std 
VIII onwards to see various opportunities and career options available for them, they 
ensured that they were positively charged and aligned to set their goal.

Spot that Light!!

Coffee With Principal Career Awareness Webinar

Keeping in mind the current scenario of pandemic where everyone is in so much stress and 

worry, Millennium World School Faridabad in Association with DECATHLON had organized a 

Zumba session on 11th June 2021 that proved to be a big stress buster for all of us. 

Zumba is a "fun and effective" dance that provides a total workout combining all elements of 

fitness it also says the classes are for "Everybody and Everybody".
Our Zumba fitness trainer Ms. Shefali showed excellent Zumba moves on some of the peppy 
numbers. It boosted the energy of all the students and made them feel Agile and did prove 
as an excellent addition to their regular routine. We are looking forward to have many such 
sessions in future with our co-partner.

Zumba Session By Decathlon

“Let's Zumba fitness be your stress reliever"
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Yoga Session By Decathlon

Yoga Balances Your Body. Yoga Balances Your Mind. Yoga cultivates the ways of maintaining a 

balanced attitude in day to day life and endows skill in the performance of one's actions

This International Yoga Day, we have collaborated with DECATHLON for an exclusive yoga 

session for Millennium School students. It was a rejuvenating experience as we celebrated 

International Yoga Day.

An event was organized on the occasion of Father's day wherein students had to Capture some 

awesome photos/videos along with their father's and Post  the picture/video in the comment 

section with a caption to it on our Event Page.

Father's Day, Pamper Your Father

It is our proud privilege to announce that the students and facilitators of Grades I and II of 

Millennium World School, Faridabad has participated in the International WORLD WIDE GREEN 

PROJECT.

This is a Collaborative Project to connect with students and Teachers internationally to 

understand more about importance of Tree plantations and the preservation of plants.

WWGP shall enhance the understanding on issues like global warming, climate change, ecological 

balance related mechanisms. Students will gain knowledge about plantation related activities like 

sowing the plants, watering and weeding, it will also give practical hands-on environmental 

education to the students.

We have initiated our International Project from Thursday 24th June,2021 onwards. 

The first session was hosted by the founders of WWGP Mr Ankush Gawande (INDIA) and Ms 

Corina Sujdea (Romania).

World Wide Green Project

17

“Let's build a healthy body, calm mind, 
and a strong spirit in our children. "

“The quality of a father can be seen in the goals, dreams and 
aspirations he sets not only for himself, but for his family”

“Live Green Love Green Be Green We are 
just mankind...without the earth we're nothing."
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In order to shape up the future of our children we, at Millennium World School Faridabad, 

got associated with Metamorphosis School of Management wherein they organized an 

introductory session for the students of grade V-Vlll and their parents. This is an 

organization that works towards empowering students with 21st-century Entrepreneurial 

skills. The session was conducted on 26th June 2021 wherein Mr. Vishal, manager of 

operations of Metamorphosis, and Ms. Ruchi, business development Manager, were our 

spokesperson. They briefed us about what is the Entrepreneurship incubator program all 

about, how it exactly works, who are their stakeholders, and how this program can help 

students to realize the importance of acquiring interpersonal skills and real-time implications 

of those skills. Their objective included decision making, risk-taking, appetite adapting, 

change gaining, entrepreneurial mindset and end-to-end working on the ideas as suggested by 

the students.
Children enrolling in this program will not only enhance their knowledge base further but will 
also have the ability to think out of the box that will make them refined entrepreneurs.
We hope this collaboration will take our students to the world of innovation.

Metamorphosis Session

Education's purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open one. And learning of a language 

is one of the most important aspects of education as language is the only medium in which a 

person communicates for his/her whole life.

To make learning a joyous experience, we had celebrated the “English Week” from 

14th   June 2021 to 25th June'2021.

Language Skill based development activities were displayed that played an essential role in 

understanding of the concept. Here the focus was on four skills -Listening, Speaking. Reading 

and Writing. These two weeks were Fun-filled and informative, integrated with activities that 

will enhance the child's communication skills in every way possible with an interactive and 

lively approach.

The activities covered all aspects of English language that not only gave a better 

understanding of the language but a more practical approach.

 English Week

“The Secret of getting ahead is getting started”
“Language is a process of free creation; its laws and principles are

 fixed, but the manner in which the principles of generation are used 
is free and infinitely varied. Even the interpretation and use of 

words involves a process of free creation”-
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